Theater Production Stagecraft class one

- Organization / Producing Organizations
  - Producing organization types.
    - Commercial
      - Single Productions
      - Directors idea \} OR
      - Hires producer \} REVERSED
      - Goal - to make money
    - Non-Profit
      - Board hires Artistic Director
      - AD Plans Show or season
      - AD Hires director
      - Goal - Artistic statement
    - University
      - Faculty or dept chair plan season (MIT with DS input)
      - Faculty chair assigns directors with faculty input
      - Goal - Students pedagogic needs (faculty research needs)
  - Positions
    - Producer
    - Director
    - Designers
    - TD/PM
    - SM
    - Choreographer
    - Fight director
    - Actors
    - Crews
      - Preparation
        - Scenic build
        - Costume build
        - Props
        - Sound
        - Lights Prep
      - Run
        - LX
        - SFX
        - Stage
        - Props
        - Costume
        - Fly crew